Purpose Transsphenoidal pituitary surgery can be carried out with either an operating microscope or with an endoscope, but the relative frequency of both techniques is unknown. Conclusions Nationwide data show a clear trend for an increasing use of endoscopic transsphenoidal surgery at the expense of microscopic surgery. The underlying causes of these trends are unknown, but clearly deserve further investigation.
Introduction
Pituitary adenomas, Rathke's cysts, craniopharyngiomas, and other sellar lesions are often resected through a transsphenoidal corridor. Surgical access to this corridor can be achieved either microscopically, using a standard operating microscope and peering into the transsphenoidal space, or endoscopically, with the help of an endoscopic camera and light source. Microscopic transsphenoidal surgery predates endoscopic surgery, and was historically the more common technique [1] . This is perhaps because the microscope is familiar to neurosurgeons and used in many other neurosurgical approaches. Endoscopy, on the other hand, requires the acquisition of a novel skillset for most neurosurgeons, but provides wider and more flexible viewing angles which can be critical during the resection of extrasellar tumors.
While both approaches are useful and important for pituitary surgeons, the frequency at which both techniques are used is unknown. The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) Part B National Summary Data File lists the number of procedures billed to CMS by Current Procedural Terminology (CPT) code, which specifically differentiates endoscopic from microscopic pituitary surgery. These data were supplemented by the CMS Part B Carrier Summary Data File, which provides state-level data. International Classification of Disease (ICD-9) codes, like those used in the Nationwide Inpatient Sample (NIS), do not specify whether a pituitary surgery was microscopic or endoscopic, so such databases cannot determine the relative proportion of the two techniques. 
Results
From 2003 to 2013, there was a strong and consistent increase in endoscopic transsphenoidal procedures and a gradual decline in microscopic procedures for pituitary tumors (Fig. 1a) . These trends were statistically significant, microscopic surgery and increasing endoscopic surgery were also present in this data (Fig. 1b) 
Discussion
There is currently a lack of high-level evidence supporting one pituitary surgery technique over another, with some studies showing a benefit of endoscopic approaches [2] and others showing a higher rate of complications [1, 3] . Yet national data show a clear and rapid increase in the use of endoscopic surgery over the past decade, coupled to a decline in microscopic transsphenoidal surgery (Fig. 1) . Both techniques likely have specific advantages and disadvantages that might even be surgeon-specific, and there are often cases more suited to one modality as compared to the other (e.g., when a surgeon needs to ''peer around a corner'' with an endoscope). Despite the gradual decline of microscopic approaches in favor of endoscopic approaches, the microscopic skillset should continue to be cultivated and practiced, since endoscopic equipment is not always available in all hospitals or in all situations (e.g., some weekends or emergencies). Further studies are certainly indicated to provide a better understanding of any differences in outcomes, costs, and complications between the two strategies, and also to understand what is driving this trends in endoscopy.
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